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There are some other programs similar to Photoshop, most notably GIMP, but these tools are not as supported by the photoshop community and are less powerful in some areas. The following lists outline the different commands for users of Photoshop and Photoshop Elements. If you'd like to save yourself some time (and perhaps a mouse if you're doing the HTML tag method), you can use the commands in
parentheses to bring up a helpful menu to bring up additional options. Photoshop Commands Photoshop is the premiere professional graphics software available today. In other words, it is the most commonly used tool by graphic designers and photographers. Photoshop contains all of the professional software needed to create and edit images. Note: "Photoshop" and "Elements" here refers to the computer version.
Photoshop is available for all popular platforms including Windows, macOS, and Linux. Edit CTRL + Z - Undo CTRL + Z + Z - Redo CTRL + Z + Z + Z - Redo 3x CTRL + Z + Z + Z + Z - Redo 6x CTRL + Z + Y - Cut CTRL + Z + X - Copy CTRL + Z + C - Copy As New Layer CTRL + Z + F - Paste As New Layer Note: CTRL + Z + B (lasso) will bring up the standard selection tool, whereas CTRL + Z + L
(Lasso) will bring up the lasso selection tool CTRL + Z + E - Paste Into Edit > Undo - Undo the last action performed on the image Edit > Redo - Redo the last undone action Edit > Revert - Undo the last undone action and undo the last action Edit > Replace - Replace the highlighted contents with the text or image Edit > Fade To - Apply a fade to the highlighted contents Note: Fade To will fade the highlighted
contents, otherwise it will only bring up the dialog box where you can select from the Gradient, Drop Shadow, Inner Glow, Outer Glow and Bevel options Image > Adjustments > Desaturate - desaturates the image Image > Adjustments > Contrast - adjusts the contrast of the image Image > Adjustments > Levels - adjusts the brightness and the contrast of the image Image > Adjustments > Histogram a681f4349e
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1. **Open a new file for your project in Photoshop**. You'll use this file to work on the image. Double-click it to open it in the Editor window. 2. **In the Layers panel, click the Rectangle tool (T) to activate it**. When you click, the tool appears in the toolbox. 3. **Draw a rectangle in the middle of your image**. You can create a perfect selection from the active layer or use an existing selection. In this
example you'll use an existing selection. 4. **Drag the rectangle selection handle in to the image**. Photoshop makes a new transparent layer in your image and fills it with white or black to make a selection outline.
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